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ACROSS
1 Talk with two characters swapping places? It's upset green type (15)
9 Fool guards second light brown horse (7)
10 Bag time for reviewing a quantity of data (7)
11 Feel disappointment having missed river bird (5)
12 Hateful banker has source of riches held by liberal Vince (9)
13 Map I'd once revised for anthologies (9)
15 Damage seen by area, part of Spanish seaside? (5)
16 Jargon in the past trapping Republican critics essentially (5)
18 After part of course, started to shun good vegetable (5,4)
20 Group of magistrates note point of reference (9)
23 Something providing lift in work schedule, reportedly (5)
24 Gave a further performance in centre amid finale (7)
25 Soldiers arrive by plane over US city (7)
26 Teen kips on shore stupidly? Stay calm (4,4,5,2)

DOWN
1 Remarkable comic recreated pause in a programme? (10,5)
2 Number stumped by strange remedy (7)
3 Two points before a court designed to pass a ratification? (9)
4 Imprecise judge close to irritating for learner (5)
5 Mild anger destined to be uncovered (9)
6 Some prolong argument in part of Essex (5)
7 Swinger's introduction before a lot of choice drinks (7)
8 Naturally suited Northern boatmen at sea (2,3,6,4)
14 Follow beginner in pool with putrid basic stroke? (3-6)
15 Study trustee with a liberal bit of advice quietly dispensed for singers (9)
17 Guy's first with a new longing for chocolate filling (7)
19 Former clubs put in shade or gone for ever? (7)
21 Comical brother gets to talk repeatedly without end (5)
22 US artist stunning joints on a regular basis (5)
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